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Auto
Sports' superpowers unite
burglaries
haunt
students
By Monica Yadegar
Staff Writer

University of the Pacific parking
lots are a popular site for many vandal
ized cars harboring smashed windows,
ripped off radios, removed tires,
strippedbodies,and even insomecases,
fully stolen vehicles. According to
UOPPublic Safety Lieutenant Jerry L.
Houston, there are three to five auto
thefts and burglaries per week as well
as about two stolen vehicles each
month.
Some cars are easier to break into
than others said Stockton Police Lieu
tenant James Horton, in charge of bur
glary and auto theft. "Many of the
Japanese cars, Nissans and Toyotas,
are targets because there are flat keys
that can be filed down easily to fit
them," said Horton.
According to Houston, the most
common cars, for a while, broken into
By Ben Goorin
were Datsun and Toyotas because a
News Editor
key could be modified to work on
Bill Walsh, former head coach of
both. "Now the most common cars
the San Francisco 49ers, and several
that are burglarized are Hondas, but
other respected American coaching
that may be because there are more
officials are meeting with Soviet ath
around," said Houston.
letic leaders to discuss "state-of-the
Accoding to Houston, when a bur
art" training of both super-powers. It
glar is caught and interrogated, many
isallpartof the"The Soviet-American
times one arrest will result in the con
Coaching Education Symposium,"
viction of five or six other crimes.
which UOP is hosting this week. The
"Sometimes one (burglar) might do
one off campus and get caught by the
Stockton Police. We work closely
with themandtheDeltaCollegePublic
Safety," said Houston.
Being an open campus makes UOP
an easy target said Houston. "Parties
often times attract non-University stu
dents and that often creates the situa
tions for theft or burglaries."
By Sam Quinones
Although UOP is victim to many
Reporter-The Stockton Record
thefts, burglaries and some stolen ve
hicles, according to Horton, there are
A former UOP football player is
farmore such events happening around wanted for allegedly robbing two
Stockton on the streets.
Stockton banks in the last month, in
"Between Januaryfirst and the last cluding one last Tuesday.
day of September, there were 3554
Stockton police detectives have
cars stolen and probably 150 cars are arrest warrants for Andrew Scott
broken into in a week. Often times Hoodward, 22, in therobberies of Great
they steal the cars, strip them, and sell American Bank in Stockton on Oct. 9
them but now days it's mostly for joy and Nov. 6.
riding," said Horton.
Police allege Hoodward, who is at
Some preventive measures which large, took about $4,000 from the two
can be taken, according to Horton, are robberies.
getting a "kill switch, which is hidden
Hoodward, a history major and de
between theignition anddoesn'tallow fensive lineman for the Tigers last year,
the engine to start, or an alarm system. was not in school this semester, appar
Horton said, however, the "best and ently because his football scholarship
most effective measure is to not leave ran out and he did not have enough
keys in the car. It's an open invitation money to finish.
to people."
Police said Hoodward has no his
According to Houston, although tory of criminal activity and appears to
all campuses are victims, "UOP's have led a well-adjusted and normal
chances are enhanced because we're life.
"To my knowledge, he's never even
in Stockton. We're located in an area
plugged with drugs and gangs and had a traffic ticket before," said Sgt.
they're the kind of people doing the John Williams, who is investigating
the case. "I'm hoping that sooner or
burglaries."
later this kid is going to realize the
hopelessness of what he's doing and

Burke Culligan—The

international event began Wednesday
and will continue through Saturday
with Keynote Addresses, presentations,
and discussions between the Soviet
and American Delegations.
Wednesday, at a press conference
held in the Gold Room,Walsh said that
there was so much to learn from the
Soviets. 'They are formally trained,"
this he says makes them betterprepared.
"Athletes there truly reach their full

Pacificart

potential."Walsh says herespectstheir
physical training of mind and body.
HesaystheU.S. is so commercialized
that success is isloated to the few
athletes who can display their talent
quickly.
Sergey Popov, who is a professor
and administrator for Soviet sports in
the USSR and vice-rector for interna
tional contactsat the Moscow Institute,

(See SOVIET, page2)

Ex-UOP football player
suspect in bank robberies
turn himself in."
His father, Robert, contacted at the
fam ily home in Garden Grove in Orange
County, said he was shocked and sur
prised to hear about his son.
He said the family has not heard
from him in more than a month.
He had a message for hisson:"Your
parents care and they're concerned.
Please contact us."
Robert Hoodward said he began
noticing policecars in his neighborhood
several weeks ago, but figured they
were watchinganother home down the
block. Then Stockton investigators
called with thenews that they suspected
his son of the Oct. 9 robbery.
Robert Hoodward said his son had
completed his two-year football
scholarship at UOP last spring, but had
taken only 12 units a semester and
finished the year several credits shy of
earning his history degree.
He said his son had to leave school
because he didn't have the tuition
money. He told his parents he was
looking for work, but hadn'tfound any.
"We'd talked about looking for
work. We said, "Why don't you you go
to work with the local police depart
ment?"' said Robert Hoodward.

On Oct. 9, a man wearing a white
shirt, dark pants and sunglasses alleg
edly walked into the Great American
Bank at 435 W. Benjamin Holt Drive
and told a teller he was robbing the
bank. Police said they believe the man,
who was given about $850, was
Hoodward.
Then on Tuesday, Nov. 6, a man
without sunglasses robbed the Great
American Bank at 2605 Pacific Ave of
more than $3,000. Police again said
they thought the robber was Hoodward.
No gun was seen in either robbery.
Tellers at both banks have picked
Hoodward's picture from a series of
photographs as the man responsible for
the robberies, Williams said.
Hoodward grew upin Garden Grove
and was recruited by former UOP coach
Bob Cope from Orange Coast College
in Costa Mesa. In 1987, he won AllOrange County junior college team
honors. He attended Pacifica High
School in Garden Grove.
He arrived at UOP in 1988, but sat
out the year with injuries. He began the
1989 season as a reserve, but finished
as a starting defensive tackle.

during their vacation. This added week
may also help professors in their
completion of scholarly projects."
"I'm happy about the extension
because it allows more time to work
and earn more money," says student
Kevin McKinney. "I like the idea of a
longerGhristmas Break, but I'm not so
crazy about getting out of school in
May," says student Audra Bartz.
As a result of the schedule change,
another week of classes have been
added to the end of the semester. The
last day of class for Spring 91 is May

24. Commencement weekend is May
25 and May 26,1991.
"I don't like itbecause it makes our
vacation too long and it shortens our
summer break," says student Lisa
Tornquist. Classes in thefall of '91 will
begin on Sept. 4. Traditionally, classes
have begun before Labor Day.
Joseph Subbiondo clearly stated in
an interview that Pacific's is an open
administration, and any changesor de
cisions which are made are done so
with the students' interests and con
cerns in mind.

Winter vacation extended
By Carolyn Jeffrey
Staff Writer
University of the Pacific students
are getting another week added on to
their holiday vacation this year with
winter break starting Dec. 22andclasses
resuming Jan. 29.
This growing need for a change is
not only a local concern but is actually
affecting students all over the country.
Pacific's response merely reflects par
ticipation in a nationwide effort to help
minimize conflicts regarding the tran

sition from two-year to four-year col
leges.
Traditionally, UOP's Spring se
mester began at the same time as many
junior college Fall semesters end. Jo
seph Subbiondo, Vice-President for
Academic AffairsatPacific,says,"The
additional week willease the transition
for the many students who transfer to
Pacific."
Subbiondo hopes that there will be
even more benefits tosuch a change in
scheduling. 'This will allow students
to relax more and be more productive

Graduation policy
controversy
By Monica Yadegar
Staff Writer
Last year, College of the Pacific
DeanRobertBenedettimadeaproposal
which would disallow seniors who had
not met all their graduation requirements from participating in the commencement ceremony. However, the
COP Council rejected the proposal
asking Benedetti to make some adjustments. Seniors who had not completed all requirements would now be
able to participate in theceremony, but
they would be termed "candidates"
and would not be hooded. They would
follow the graduates in their walk,and
would be placed in a separate column
in the graduation program.
Recently, a collection of entertainment management major students
strongly opposed the new policy due to
the fact that their major required an
intemshipthatcouldnotbeserveduntil
the summer following graduation. Entertainment management junior John
Carmichael said, "My initial reaction
tothepolicy wasamildpanic. Ifeltthat
I was being separated and demeaned
and that I was misled. I had wanted to
do my internship while I was still in
school, but I was flatly refused by the
chair of our program."
COP psychology student senior
Darlene Johnson who was planning to
complete approximately ten units after
graduation said that she "was shocked
to find out about the policy change. I
had been checking with advisors since
the beginning and no one mentioned

anystipulationsaboutnotbeinghooded
or being called a candidate. It's like
trying to change the rules in the middle
of the game." According the Johnson,
she became aware of the new policy
through an article in the Pacifican the
morning of the meeting,
Asaresultofthestrongobjectionto
the policy, theCouncil met with several
students at last Friday's meeting. During the meeting, Benedetti reproposed
to wait on the new policyand put it into
effect in 1992, giving more warning to
the students. The Dean's proposal was
still met with opposition by Juniors,
and the meeting was tabled until December 14.
"I don't think that most students
mind having the difference in the program or not having a diploma, but the
core of the problem is the hood. Some
faculty and students don't feel it is
wrong to hood a student who hasn't
completed everything, but to me and
other faculty it is," said Benedetti.
"I feel that it's very important to be
truthful about what students have to
make symbols fit reality as close as
possible. We've(thecouncil)discussed
the policy for two years. I haven't
changed my view, but I've been made
aware of other views. The topic I feel
has brought out the best in the people
involved. If a topic does that, it must be
important to talk abut," Benedetti said,
The topic will be further discussed
December 14 at 2:00 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Conference Room,
All students are welcome,

New UC campus
location researched
By RaeAnn Ramsey

•

Staff Writer

eilce.

Private institutions generally
have a higher tuition rate, thus a UC

Deciding whether or not to build a may become a more attractive possibil10th University of California depends ity. However, President Atchley said to
largely on finding a workable location, the Modesto Bee, that it does take more
This has continued to murmur concern money to educate UC students when
andprospectforcampusofficialsinthe operating costs are accounted for. He
valley. There seems to be a varied explained that a UOP student pays for
opinion as to the effect it will have on all of the expenses while UC students
other schoolsin the area, namely UOP. only pay for a fraction of the cost; tax
Assistant Dean of Admissions at payers cover the rest
UOP, Alex McDavid, explained that a
Other students do not agree. Those
UC in the valley may be beneficial. He leaving UOP to enter a UC school
felt that perhaps another school up here expressed the concern over rising tuwould bring more attention to schools ition. It would appear, unlike President
such as UOP. "We are an institution Atchley'sexplanation, that students are
devoted to teaching. The UC schools not concerned with the tax issue,rather
are devoted to research."
the money it takes them to fund their
LuanaBramhim, a studentenrolled education. One student was quoted as
in the Conservatory of Musicexpressed saying, "I know advantagescome with
her reason for not entering into the UC a private school, but if I can attend a UC
system, "I chose UOP because it has a for less money and perhaps even come
good conservatory and besides I don't out with a better education, why notdo
like large schools." Nicole Gfroerer, a it?"
sophomore at UOP shared the opinion
President John Moore of Stanislaus
that a smaller university was more at- State University said,"There is clearly
tractive and said, "You get a better a need for a new UC. A new campus
education at private institutions."
would strengthen all segments of the
Students transfering from a UC to education system in the valley. I simcome to UOP agreed that the benefits ply ask that the decision be made in a
of a small school were a major factor in responsible way, taking into considertheir decision. Though the costs went ation resources and statewide prioriup, the attention theinstructors are able ties."
togiveaccommodatedforthediffe^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i<^^^^
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PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT HONORED AT
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
By Ken High

University of the Pacific student Tamara Kelly was recently honored in
New York City as one of the top four public relations students in the nation.
The Betsy Plank/PRSSA Scholarship is an annual award given at the
Public Relations Student Society of America national conference. The
"Friends of PRSS A," a part of the group's parent organization, presents the
award for overall excellence as a student.
At a luncheon for the 800 students attending the conference, Kelly
reccivedamedal,aplaque,andacheckfor$500. Her faculty adviser, Dr. Carol
Ann Hall, APR, also received a medal for her role.
The selection of winners was based on three criteria: commitment to PR,
academic achievement, and leadership in PRSSA. Commitment to public
relations was examined in an essay and a series of recommendations from
faculty and employers. Academically, Kelly holds a 3.93 GPA and will
graduate after three years this May, with a double major in Communication
PR emphasis) and Entertainment Management. Finally, her leadership was
evidenced by her current role as UOP's PRSSA chapter president, and last
year's service as national liaison and delegate. Says Kelly, "Many people,
especially those from the East, don't realize that public relations is a rapidly
growing field on the West Coast. I'm glad I can help make them more aware
of our role in the profession."
Kelly was one of nine students from UOP's PRSSA chapter to attend the
New York conference. The five days were filled with seminars and speeches,
opportunities to meet professionalsin the field, and chances to mix with other
public relations students from around the country.
PRSSA is an organization open to all students with an interest in com
munication, and works to develop students for their future careers through
guest speakers, interaction with professionals, and actual case projects.
Anyone interested in PRSSA should contact Dr. Hall in the Communication
office at 946-2505 or come to one of the Wednesday meetings in Knoles Hall
at 5:00 p.m.

Officer Lopez seen
?!
?!
as super cop

CRIME ALERT:

Gunman
at large
Asst. News Editor

Due to a change in encoding software, anyone who has purchased a
library vendacard prior to November 11 must bring that card back to the
Main Library's Circulation Desk for re-encoding before using it in the
library's copiers. Cards purchased prior to November 9 will not be
honored after December 31.This change coincides with the installation of
a dispenser from which patrons can purchase vendacards with cash
increments of $1.00. Charge sales of vedacards will be limited to $20.00
purchases minimum.

The Academy of Students of Pharmacy Hosts Blood
Drive

says that there is definately a future for
more training of coaches in both coun
tries. This, he says, "Is a tremendous
thing." Povov says he expects to learn
a lot about the American system in
cluding new techniques and new ap
proaches. He says that in the Soviet
Union there is "rigorous and structured
training for coaches."
When asked what inspires athletes
in the USSR, Povov said that money
will take over as the prime motive.
On Friday, Soviets Viktor
Igumenov, Sergey Popov and Yuri
Shipilov will present a lecture entiltled
"Soviet Sport System and Its Impor
tance in Soviet Culture."Admission is
free to the lecture, which begin at 4:15
p.m. in the Wendell Phillips Center's
Albright Auditorium.
The Symposium, which will be at
tended by 40-50 invited American
coaching educators, is co-sponsored
by the UOP Center for Sports Studies
and the Esalen Institute SovietAmerican Exchange Program.

tenure while classroom involvement^ i
negligible.
Academic V.P. Subbiondo ex.
plained that potential faculty are told
up front how they will be rated. De^
Mark Plovnick of SBPA, a proponent
of tenure states that the system jj
"healthy as long as the criteria are
efficient." He also remarked that the
standards have gone up since he ha$
been Dean.
The actual process begins with
faculty evaluations and the Department
Chair. Their recommendations are
passed on to the Dean. Following the
Dean, the Promotion and Tenure
Committee, headed by the Academic
Vice President notify the President
The President's decision is final. The
Board of Regents are then notified,
Theoperation takesplaceaftera faculty
member's sixth year and a decision is i
reached within one. If tenure is not
granted, the professor has a one year
grace period.
The process and awarding of tenure
can do many positive things. First and
foremost, academic freedom allows the
instructor to teach what he feels is
important. The second positive aspect
rwi I
as phrased by COP Dean Robert1
Benedetti,"Tenure forces the university
to make a yes or no decision." The
faculty member in question knows
where he or she stands.
Guaranteed employmenthasits side
effects. Once a professor is granted
tenure, removal is difficult. Because
removal is hard, faculty might not feel
obligated to adjust to needed changes.
Dean Benedetti adds that although he
favors the system, improvements can
be made. A possible alternative could
contain major evaluations every five
years alongside the standardevaluations
that take place annually.

Compiled by Michael Tar

A note from the library regarding Vendacards

(Continued from page I)

By Michelle Helou

There are times when students sitin
class and wish they didn't have to take
exams. Life would be so much easierif
they could give the tests rather than
take them. It may sound like teaching
doesn't have the stresses involved in
being a student and taking finals, but it
Officer Lopez commands respect.
does. The stress is tenure.
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Joseph Subbiondo clarifies tenure by
describing it as a "general position at a
university guaranteed until retirement"
Once awarded tenure, a professor is
essentially awarded a lifetime job at the
university.
During the initial stages of academic
After his intense training there he
growth,
centuries ago, university pro
graduated and was hired by UOP's
By RaeAnn Ramsey
fessors could be persecuted for teach
Public Safety. "We only want the best"
Staff Writer
were conflicting with
said Lieutenant Jerry Houston of Pub ing lessons that
popular beliefs of thetime. When given
Officer David Lopez is a mem
lic Safety. "He possesses a lot of ini
tenure, a teacher can teach just about
ber of the campus police force and in
tiative and there is little he misses. He
anything without running the risk of
the last two years, he has become quite
has a good eye."
being fired. This academic freedom is
a familiar face at the university. He is
"I serve the students however I
still highly valued today.
often referred to as the "super cop" by
1 said Lopez. "I try to be as procan,
Receiving tenure is the most im
those who feel that he takes his job too
fessional as I can when dealing with
portant distinction for most faculty.
seriously.
students," Lopez explains.
The process is quite extensive. The
"He seems to have a chip on his
Lopez takes his duties too seriously
criteria consist of teaching,scholarship,
shoulder," said senior, David Colwell.
for some. "He needs to take it easy,"
and service. Teaching isobviously the
A sophomore COP student who wished
said sophomore, John Phillips. But as
to remain anonymous expressed that,
instructor's ability toconvey messages
Lopez was quick to point out,"People
clearly and properly to the students.
"Officer Lopez, although quite com
only remember the bad. If I write them
petent, needs to add a quality of un
Scholarship includes academic research
a ticket they think I am a jerk and they
derstanding to his performance. He
and education in the specific area of
are theones who parked inaredzone..."
goes off on the smallest things. He has
studyrelativetothatprofessor. Service
Those students for whom Lopez
the attitude of a smart ass."
contains involvement in the university
handled cases generally agreed that he
Does Lopez always come across so
and community.
works hard to help them.
strong and is that his intentions? At the
The University of thePacific places
Officer David Lopez says has
age of 21, Officer David Lopez, found
more emphasis on teaching than any
enjoyed working for the university and
himself at theStockton Police Academy.
othercriteria,stressedSubbiondo. After
serving the students. He has no im
teaching, research is a distant second
mediate plans as far as his law en
with service taking third. The specific
forcement career is concerned, except
breakdown
varies between Universities
for continued work at UOP and of
and
departments.
ContrastingPacific's
course still being able to spend time
standards,
Stanford's
medical faculty
with hisfamily. "Thebestfeelinginthe
are
required
to
be
in
the top three of
world," Lopez said, "is when someone
their
division
worldwide
to be granted
needs you and you can be there to help
them."

Author Richard Heinberg will conduct an all day seminar Dec. 8 in the
Gold Room on "Memories and Visions of Paradise," the titleof his new book.
The book correlates evidence from folklore, archeology, anthropology and
psychology to show that a mythical state of paradise could once haveexisted
and can return.
"Memories and Visions of Paradise" is the result of Heinbeig's ten years
of research on the myths and prophecies of native cultures throughout the
world. "I believe that a cross-cultural examinationof the paradise story and its
social, psychological and spiritual implications can offer clues as to how we
can attain the state of freedom and grace that we all dream of in our most
inspired moments," Heinberg states. "In the end, this seemingly irrational
myth may help us not only to survive, but to at last fully live.
"I'm not trying to prove the historical reality of theGarden of Eden per se,"
Heinberg said,"But you can see through archaeology that paleolithic cultures
lived essentially withoutviolence, without fortifications. Yet on the other hand
they were very intelligent people. They knew how to cart around large blocks
of stone and cultivate a large variety of crops."
"Memories and visions of Paradise," available at Avenue Books for
$12.95, is as engaging as it is painstakingly researched. Marilyn Ferguson,
author of "The Aquarian Conspiracy," calls it "A landmark in the terrain of
spiritual literature...a remarkable piece of scholarship." Heinberg's public
lectures reflecthis thoughtful, entertaining writing style as he illustrates points
with examples drawn from myths and scientific case studies.
The presentation is sponsored by Emissary Foundation International, a
non-profit educational organization. Admission is $50 for adults and $30 for
UOP students. Checks made out to Renaissance Educational Associates can
be taken to Dr. David Banner in Weber Hall #209-A. For more information,
contact Dr. Banner at 946-2633.

SOVIET

Professor's tenure ^0
offers freedom
Guest Writer

AUTHOR SHOWS PARADISE COULD EXIST

ASP, in conjunction with theDelta Blood Bank is having a blood drive
on Tuesday, November 27 from 11-4:30. The drive will takeplace in room
B1 on the pharmacy campus. Donors will receive a free t-shirt. Since the
holidays are a high demand time for all blood types, ASP encourages
everyone to be a donor.
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Last Monday n ight at 9:15, a female
student was opening the trunk of her
car in the parking lot behind the fra
ternity and sorority circles. A male
subject with a gun in his hand ap
proached her and made a comment.
Before he could make any demands,
the female student screamed and ran to
a nearby vehicle occupied by twoother
female students.
The students then drove across
campus with the male subject follow
ing them in his vehicle. When they
reached the intersection of Pershing
and Alpine, the students turned right
and went to theOffice of Public Safety
to make a police report. The other ve
hicle turned left and fled southbound
on Pershing.
The subject is a 5'6" Black male,
17-21 years old, weighing about 225
lbs. His vehicle is a creme-colored
1970's Oldsmobile Cutlass, which is
possibly lowered.
Anyone that can provideadditional
information about this incident should
contact Public Safety at 946-2537.
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ACROSS THE N A T I O N
Copy centers may violate copywrite laws
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Trial could put an end to cheaper, custom textbooks
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*1 Some business at Kinko's amounts to illegal use of
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By Frank Moraga
College Press Service
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VENTURA, Calif.—Each semes
by
ter students are faced with the same old
^^.'Tcntfcfor ^anRo^ problem of economics. Should they
spend S40-S50 for a textbook— one
uii,
that they probably won 'tread entirely—
or walk to the nearest Kinko's Copy
Center, put their $12 down and buy a
copy of a custom anthology their pro
fessor has compiled for them and left
"•""""••Mic* to, behind the counter?
While the economics may be easy
1
t .itfd to adjust to needed cham to calculate, the textbooks' publishers
Bcnedeui adds that although: are claiming students who choose the
phrued

«.*Z
ZLlS **"•*«!
1 'ri

copyrights, textbook publishers say.

cheaper course may be breaking the
law.
In a lawsuit unfolding in New York
City, eight major text publishers are
asking the court to make Kinko's, the
seemingly ubiquitous copy shop fix
ture on about 300 campuses nation
wide, pay them unspecified damages
for republishing parts of their books.
Lawyers finished their opening ar
guments in the trial in early October.
Judge Constance Baker-Motley said
she would hand down a decision this
spring.
The result could alter or slow the
relatively new practice of professors

the system, improvement

creating "custom"—and often less ex
pensive—textbooks for their students
to use in class.
Publishers say they only want what
is coming to them, which are royalty
fees for the copyrighted works of their
authors.
They claim Kinko's Service Corp.
has violated the 1976 Copyright Act by
printing thousands of anthologies that
professors are using to supplement—
or replace—textbooks.
The anthologies generally include
newspaper and journal articles and
textbook chapters.Thepublishersclaim
they siphon hundreds of thousands of

Campus Governments Vote Down ROTC
dollars from their $2 billion a year
campus market.
Kinko's says it also is concerned
about authors' rights, but claims fur
ther restricting its anthology business
would rob students of inexpensive,
up-to-date classroom materials.
It could also cost Kinko's a lot of
money, although officials won't say
how much.
Under the "fair use" clause of the
copyright act, students can copy mate
rial from textbooks as long as it is for
non-profit educational purposes. Pro
fessors cdn copy materials as long as no
more than one page is made for each
student,andacopyrightnoticeisprinted
on each copy. Students cannot be
charged more than the cost of repro
ducing the material.
The publishers claim that the fair
use clause allows professors to copy
about 200 words, but not the 15-to-30
pages that often go into the custom
anthologies.
For that much excerpted material,
the publishers want professors to get
official permission and to pay them
royalty fees thatcan range from 2cents
to 10 cents a page.
Kinko's replies that it already paid
about $1 million a year in royalty fees
to publishers for the 10,000 to 15,000
copyright requests it processed at its
Ventura headquarters in 1989.
"By enforcing the copyright rules,
(publishers) won't see any gain (in
royalties), but will see a reduction of
students seeing the author's work,"
predicted John Woolley, a University
of California at Santa Barbara political
science professor..
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(CPS)—Stanford University's
marching band has achieved something
that 2 Live Crew couldn't:
It has been banned.
The "Incomparable Leland
Stanford Junior University Marching
Band," famous for Jjpcorporating
sometimes outrageous satire into its
halftime performances, was forced to
sit out the school's Nov. 3 home game
against Was hingtonStateas punishment
for spoofing a controversy over envi
ronmental threats to the spotted owl in
Oregon.
At Stanford's Oct. 27 game against
the University of Oregon, the band
illustrated a series of macabre jokes
about the owl, whose habitat is being
threatened by the timber industry.
The federal government has pro
posed saving the bird by limiting log
ging in an area where logging is the
main source of jobs.
Many Oregon and Stanford fans
didn't get the joke. In fact, they booed
the band off the field and later flooded
the Stanford athletic department with
calls.
The athletic department responded
by banning the band from the Nov. 3
game, and requiring it to audition its
routines for any future performances.
"What we do is political satire. We
are certainly sorry that some people
misinterpreted it. It wasn't an attempt
lo mock them (Oregonians) or their
way of life," band manager Linda Kaye
Brown told the Associated Press.
The band's Oct. 27 routine began by

forming an owl's head, and changing
the eyes to Xs.
Band members then formed the
word "owl," changed it to "AWOL,"
switched the formation to create "hoot,"
then "moot," then "spot" and finally,
"pot." Tjie formations were accompa
nied by a narration that, as the band
spelled out "pot," suggested marijuana
growers wanted to save the bird to
prevent logging so the trees could hide
their crops.
Stanford officials, who couldn't be
reached for comment, told the Associ
ated Presses the calls they received

expressed outrage and embarrassment
about the band's insensitivity to the
controversy.
"The band is controversial, so we
alwaysjbave fans who really like them
and some who don't like their performances.Jlut this one reached a point
where we needed to act," said Cheryl
Levick, associate athletic director at
Stanford.
However, apparently not everyone
at the game took offense.
"A lot of students thought it was
funny," reported Sheila Stickel, a stu
dent at the University of Oregon.

GSPP
Careers to create change
"...Since enrolling inCSPP's Organizational Psychology Program,my coursework andconsult
ing experiences have given me new lenses through which to sec organizational life. The
challenges of the Program have built on my experience and opened new doors...Success comes
to those who risk new patterns and are open to the meaning of the experience."
Amy Webb researches executive development and innovation in her internship at the

(CPS)—Calling the military's ban on homosexuals unfair, student gov
ernments at Indiana University and theState University of New York at Stony
Brook separately passed resolutions that effectively would ban Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) units at their schools.
Indiana's Student Association asked administrators to abolish IU's ROTC
program by 1995 if the U.S. military doesn't change its policy of expelling
homosexuals. Stony Brook's resolution, if adopted by campus President John
Marburger, would go into effect immediately. -30-

College Board Unveils A 'Reformed' S.A.T.,
But Critics Are Dubious
BOSTON, Mass. (CPS)—The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the stan
dardized college entrance exam much maligned in recent years as an unfair
measure of women and minorities' school skills, will be revised to include
more essays, said Donald Stewart, president of the College Board, which owns
the SAT exam.
Students will start taking the new test, renamed the Scholastic Assessment
Test, in 1994, Stewart announced Nov. 1.
But critics said the increased emphasis on reading skills would probably
force verbal scores to drop, and that it might prove unfair to students bom
outside of the U.S.
The SAT "certainly never has been proven tobe scientific," said Neel Edwards
of HorizonsEducation Programs,Inc., a company that helps schools train students
to take theSAT. "It's more of a disqualification test than anything else."

'Ladies' Nights' At Campus Bars Are Unfair,
Law Students Say
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)—Campus bars that offer women free or
discounted drinks discriminate against men and promote images of females as
sexually promiscuous, helpless people in need of special benefits, a team of
three female George Washington University law students charged.
The students—Kelly Farrell, Sonya Moody and Amanda Gibson— filed a
formal complaint Oct. 29 charging 15 local bars with violating the District of
Columbia's Human Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basisof
race and gender.
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Stanford's marching band suspended for owl spoof

* take place annually.

NEWS NOTES—I

"It was an interesting spoof that no
one would dare do in town. I was
surprised that people were booing,"
Stickel said.
Stanford's band has a long history
of controversy.. Marchers were suspendedin 1986when sixbandmembers
dropped their pants during a nationally
televised game.

THE GREATEST NAME IN SANDWICHES
Bring this coupon in for a
FREE PEPSI
with any sandwich purchase
Phone Orders Welcome.
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Center for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, North Carolina; provides actual
organizations with a picture of how well they are functioning and recommends courses
of action in her Organizational Diagnosis and Development courses; analyzes em
ployee performance problems and develops executive team-building sessions in her
consulting practice; and examines "Predictors of Organizational Crisis" in her disser
tation.
She is a student in the Organizational PhD program at the California School of
Professional Psychology, Los Angeles, a program that develops professionals who can
help organizations lead the way in a changing world.
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We invite you to attend an Informational Open House at CSPP-Berkeley/Alameda on Tuesday.
December 4. For Open House time and location or additional information about our Industrial and
Organizational PhD programs at our campuses in Berkeley/Alameda, Fresno. Los Angeles, and
San Diego call us at 800/457-5261 (California) or 800/457-1273 (National).
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SUNDANCE SPORTS
3201 W. BENJAMIN HOLT DR.
STOCKTON • 477-3754
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The Pacifican, November 15, 1%

EDITORIAL

When research
becomes a hassle

For true education totake place, one must not only acheive their goals
in the classroom, butoutsideof it as well. Sometimes this means through
programming, other times through experience, but if you ask the
majority of professors on campus where to become enlightened, they'll
no doubt tell you that the path to intellect is through research. Unfor
tunately, research takes more than time and interest, it takes resources
Resources are something that the University library is lacking, and
because of this the "Uncommon Eduation" at UOP is becoming one of
hassles and inconveniences.
While the library does have a reference section that is indeed
significant, the remaining facility is filled with outdated text and
information that certainly puts the UOP student at a disadvantage. For
current information or resources, UOP students find that they must go
to Berkeley, Davis or Sacramento. In fact, a student may find a larger
and more variable supply at the Stockton Public Library orSan Joaquin
Delta College. This fact is a mar against a University that suggests it
offers so much to students. Students shouldn't have to drive five to 70
miles to get the information their professor requires.
Unfortunately, this is too often the case with periodicals. While the
library containsbackissuesofmanymagazines and quarterlies, thereare
certainly not enough to satisfy the number of majors on this campus,
There are more informative black studies publications\hmJet and Ebony.
and more important communication reviews than People and Adver
tising Age. Again, students in these majors as with others must seek off
campus assistance.
The other libraries in Stockton offer these resources, along with the
capabilities of micro-film and photo-copying, something that the UOP
library offers only when the serviceman is able to come or the VendaCard supply has arrived.
It is interesting that county libraries operate on small budgets and
achieve so much, while UOPstudents pay so much and recieve so little
It is also notable that while the problem with the library is not a new one
the administration has done little to strengthen its facilities.
Though libraries are not of priority concern to campuses, they are
important. They add much more to a campus and educational environ
ment than the administration might think. Perhaps this will be realized
when UOP students drive to the Bay for research and decide not to come
back.
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More to Greeks
than meets the
eye
This letter's purpose is simple: to
convey to students, faculty, and ad
ministration why fraternities (for us)
are a beneficial and important part of
the complete college experience. As
Presidents, we see the leadership ad
vantages every day when we work
together with each other and interact
with administration to try to make Greek
life better. You learn to manage your
selves and your brothers to improve
yourself socially, intellectually, men
tally and educationally, through things
like study hours, study groups and the
organization of various activities
throughout the year. The unity and
ideals that are established continue on
throughout your life; the future con
nections with your alumni not only
form lifetime friendships, but also
provide employment possibilities for
your fraternity members. Community
service, involvement, and philanthropy
projects give the fraternities a chance
not only to help the community, but it
allows for a certain senseof self esteem
because we know we have made a
difference.
As a fraternity member you are
always supported by the brotherhooda family. One always has someone

they can go to who they trust and can
talk to about any personal problems or
accomplishments. Being a part of a
fraternity gives you the opportunity to
live up to ideals that you and every
other person in the house establish
through traditions, experience and
personal values.
Through theGreek system, one has
the opportunity to grow and mature
through the many opportunities in
cluding pledging, leadership, brother
hood, unity, support, organization and
social functions. Greeklife is something
to carefully look into. Unfortunately
there are many new policies that have
become active on campus that limit our
ability toallow"open" parties, however
we are very eager to get involved with
everyone who is interested in theGreek
system. Pre-rush parties for all of the
fraternities are coming up at the end of
November and the beginning of De
cember, and we encourage you to take
a look. It is an opportunity that comes
along only once in your life.
Circle Presidents

Alumna
outraged
Editor's note: The following letter
has been submitted to the PacificAlumni
Association and the Pacifican

Although I did make it to Home-

PACIFIC TALKS

coming, it was not because of any
notification I received from the UOP
Alumni Office. Many alumni with
whom I spoke were equally dismayed
at not recieving so much as a Home
coming schedule of events from the
Alumni Office. If I didn't still have
friends and a brother attending UOP, I
would never have known about it.
Coreect me if I am worng, but aren't
Homecoming activities put on espe
cially for the alumni- hence the name?
I am proud to be a University of the
Pacific Alumna andfeellhavereceived
an outstanding education. I look for
ward to the day when I am able to do my
part to financially support the Univer
sity. I know of many other alumni who
share my sentiments, but if the Alumni
Officecontinues to keep us uninformed
about upcoming events at Pacific and
olny hits us up for money, I guaranteee

Chris Robertson
Senior
Business

Anna Rice
Junior
Accounting

Susie Kochenderfer
Senior
Business

that the University willlose a great deal
of potential donors. You know the old 1
saying about biting the hand that feeds
you.
How can I justify pledging my E
nancial support to the University whet
it doesn' t do me the courtesy of inviting
me to my first Homecoming as at
alumna? I realize that it is expensive*)
correspond with the thousands of Pa
cific alumni across the country, bit
after four years of hard work and high
tuition, aren't we entitled? By keeping
the lines of communication open with
Pacific alurnrii, the University makes
us feel as if we are still an integral put
of the Universityi(which we are), and
therefore, we will be more willing to
offer our financial support.
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Program
Australia

Kirsten A. Miles

Have you got something you want to say about an article you've
seen in The Pacifican? Problems with a story or praise for policies,
people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to the editor?
The Pacifican is read by nearly 94percent of the student body and
96percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall,
Stockton, Ca. 95211.

Should the U.S. declare war on Iraq?
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I don't know if it would solve any
thing, it would make the U.S. seem
worse with the Arab League.

Yes we should. Saddam Hussein in
the past has been very aggressive
towards neighbors, and he has ex
tensive nuclear capabilities.

No, war is not the answer. There is
no winabie war.

No, because it would bring a lot of
negative impact to other world
countries.

Not at all. I understand that there
are foreign policy presidences at
stake, but I don't think a 20 cent
increase in gas is worth loosing lives
over.

Yes, I think we should becauseC;
international security in the
East.

INTERNATIONAL
Soviet trio discuss
Russian sport system
Picture this scene: Former San
Francisco 49er coach Bill Walsh
sharing his coaching philosophy with
Viktor Igumenov, a high-ranking of
ficial at the Soviet Union's top
coaching preparation institute. Or U.S.
National Men's Volleyball Coach Jim
Coleman trading mentoring ideas with
Yuri S hipilo v, Russia's top university
sports education official.
Unheard of in international sports
just a year ago, these discussions and
many more like them will take center
stage at the first annual SovietAmerican Coaching Education Sym
posium, hosted by UOP Nov. 14-17.
In what is believed to be a first for
the United States and the Soviet
Union, three of the Soviet Union's
top coaching administrators will meet
with Walsh, Coleman and several
other respected American coaching
officials to discuss and compare their
sports systems and coaching educa
tion models.
Topics will include future SovietAmerican collaboration; methods of
preventing performance-enhancing
drug usage, female coach
mainstreaming and sports medicine
mainstreaming.
The symposium, which will be
attended by 40 invited American
coaching educators, is sponsored by
Mvtaa
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By Trinette Marquis

the middle east," however, she said,
nothing could befurther from the truth.
"In Kuwait women drive and they're
involved in the work force. The pay
rate there is moreequal than here in the
U.S. If a woman there is in a position
relative to a man, she gets paid the same
amount."
The only remaining obstacle Stein
sees in the lives of the middle eastern
women is that they cannot vote. Stein
says that she can see this issue chang-

Staff Writer

the UOP Center for Sports Studies
and the San Francisco-based Esalen
Institute Soviet-American Exchange
Program.
The three Soviet Union coaching
administrators who will attend in
clude:
Viktor Igumenov, rector of the
Moscow Institute of Sport and Physi
cal Culture (the largest coaching
preparation institute in the Soviet
Union), andHonored Master of Sport
and Honored Coach in Greco-Roman
Wrestling;
Sergey Popov, vice-rector for in
ternational contacts at the Moscow
Institute of Sport and Physical culture;
and
Yuri Shipilov, a member of the
Presidium of theTeaching and Meth
odology Union of Institutions of
Higher Learning in Physical Culture,
and Director of the Educational In
stitutions for the USSR State Com
mittee on Sport.
These three Soviet coaching ex
perts will also be speaking on the
topic: "Soviet Sport System and Its
Importance in Soviet Culture" in
Wendell Phillips Center's Albright
Auditorium at 4:15 p.m. tomorrow,
Nov. 16. Admission to this lecture is
free.

The Gulf Students Club, a newly
founded group on campus, met Nov. 8
for a "Gulf Cultural Day."Several stu
dents and speakers from Kuwait and
Oman were on hand to discuss the
countries and to give a complete and
clear picture of life in the gulf.
One speaker was Dr. Hansen, a
former intercultural communication
professor at UOP. In 1977, he was
invited to visit Saudi Arabia with his
wife. While describing his visit, he
emphasized that there were no camels
there, as many Americans believe. He
said that people there, like here, drove
automobiles. When asked to describe
what he remembered most about his
Former Kuwait resident
visit, Hansen said that the most memo
rable thing was "the people...they have
ing within the next five to 10 years. as aconstitutional monarchy since 1962.
a lot of pride in theirculture, family and
Although that may seem to bean atroc According to Al-Enezi, since the Iraqi
religion." Hansen also remarked on the
ity tomost American women,said Stein, take-over, many of the buildings in
modern buildingsin Saudi Arabia. "It's
very modem [there], there are new
buildings everywhere."
Hansen also had the opportunity to
see Kuwait in 1985. He described his
most memorable experience as waitThe Japanese government has re sist in international activities at the
ingfor friends outsideof theirapartmcnt
cently announced that appliacations for local government level. This program
complex. Hansen said he walked down
the 1991 Japan Exchange and Teach is known as the CIR program (Coordi
the street to see if they were coming,
ing (JET) Program are now being ac nator for International Relations).
and when he returned to their door, he
cepted. This program, one of the larg S trong English skills are mandatory for
found a cup of hot tea waiting for him.
est international exchange efforts under this position, as well as functional
He then waited a while longer, then
the sponsorship of the Japanese gov Japanese communication abilities.
checked the street again. This time
ernment, seeks to foster mutual un Those involved have a wide variety of
when he returned, a woman from the
derstanding between Japan and other duties ranging from general office work
apartment complex was there waiting
countries, including the U.S., U.K., to hosting foreign guests to giving ad
for him. She proceeded to invite him
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Ire vice on matters that have an interna
into her apartment for a meal. Hansen
land, France and the Federal Republic tional impact.
was impressed by this gesture, and
of Germany.
Applican ts for the English language
remarked that "the people of Kuwait
The program is now in its fifth year. instruction positions (AET Program—
are extremely friendly and hospitible."
This year, 960 participants will be ac Assistant English Teacher) must have
Saad Al-Enezi, a former UOP stu
cepted from the United States. Those an interest in teaching English as a
dent, now holdsa position as a journal
participating in either international second language and have excellent
ist in Kuwait. Al-Enezi explained that
activities in regional government of English pronunciation, writing and
the reason hiscountry isso modernized
fices (CIR) or in English language in grammar usage skills. Japanese lan
is that most of the oil revenues go to the
struction (AET). Those who are inter guage ability is not an absolute re
nation's structuring—rebuilding free-.
ested can apply for either area, but not quirement, however, the appliacant
ways, schools, and hospitals. Ho em
both.
must be willing to make the effort to
phasized that "In the Islamic culture,
Of the 960 Americans in the 1991 learn the language during their stay.
the most important thing is to get a
JET Program, 60 participants will as Nine-hundred participants from the
good education...lots of students from
Kuwait are given scholarships to study
abroad."

New study abroad program offered
opportunity toexploreWestern Austra
lia, a region of unsurpassed beauty that
is often overlooked by students and
travellers. Perth is Australia's third
largest city and is in the same time zone
as Hong Kong and Jakarta.
Studentsinterested in Southeastand
East Asian studies may link their stud
ies at Murdoch with another study
abroad program in Asia.Thus,astudent
could begin studying the Indonesian
language at Murdoch followed by a
semester in Indonesia. The Council
currently administers programs in
China,Japan, and Indonesia. Programs
in Thailand and Vietnam begin in the
fall of 1991.
The cost of the program is $6,500
which includes tuition, room, visa fees
and accident and health insurance.
Students are responsible for meals and
airfare to and from Australia. The cost
of transpacific transportation, which is
available as an option through CIEE, is
estimated at $961 for a round-trip flight
from Los Angeles to Perth. For addi
tional information, please contact An
drew Shaw, Academic Programs De
partment, CIEE, 205 E. 42nd Street,
New York, NY, 10017.
The Council on International Edu
cational Exchange, one of the pioneers
of educational exchange initiatives
since its founding in 1947, develops
and administers study, work and travel
programsfor secondary, undergraduate,
graduate and professional levels of
American and international students
and maintains offices in the United
States, Europe and Asia.

Professor
Al-Enezi's wife Sandy Stein lived
with him there for over seven months.
In her speech, Stein tried to dispel the
misconceptions that westerners have
about the Middle East. "People here
think the men have harems, but most
men have only one wife. According to
the Koran, in order to marry more than
one woman, a man must have the per
mission of his first wife. He must also
provide equally for all of the women—
financially and emotionally."
Stein also explained that not all
women in the middle east wore veils.
"If a woman is very religious, she'll
cover herself down to the wrists, ankles,
neck, and hair. The veil is becoming
more and more controversial, just like
many of the religious controversies
here. In the gulf countries there are a
wide range of dress styles." Stein con
tinued to say that "Many westerners
also think that women are oppressed in
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United States will be placed as assis
tant English teachers in 1991.
Applicants must be of U.S. nation
ality and hold a Bachelor's degree or
expect to obtain one by August 1991.
An interest in Japan and the ability to
adapt and work in a Japanese local
community are necessary prerequisites,
as well as an enthusiastic and flexible
attitude.
The length of the program is one
year, from August 1991 to July 1992,
with a yearly salary of3,600,000 yen or
approximately $28,777 (125.10
Yen=$l asofOcL17,1990). Roundtrip
airfare will be provided from designated
points in the U.S.
Applications are due by Dec. 20,
1990. For further information and ap
plication forms, contact Japan Infor
mation Center, 50 Fremont Street, Suite
2200, San Francisco, CA, 94105.

"It's very modern
[in Saudi Arabia]...
there are new
buildings
everywhere."
Dr. Hansen

!
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2300 West Alpine Ave.

Kuwait have been bombed and de
stroyed. He and his wife left Kuwait
three weeks after the invasion. "The
destroyed bulidings are nothing com
pared to the betrayal we felt," said AlEnezi. ""Kuwait gave Iraq over $12
billion during the Iran-Iraq war. Hussein
himself gaveour headof state the high
est honor for the help we gave to
Iraq...they took overour country in just
five hours."
When asked what he felt the out
come of the invasion would be. Faisal
Al-Odwani said he hoped that it would
come by peaceful settlement, but didn' t
think it would. According to AlOdwani,"Hussein miscalculated world
opinion...hedidn'tknow that the world
would care that he took over Kuwait.
He though the world would just forget
about it after a while, but that's not
going to happen."

Japan seeks English teachers
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she pointed out that the length of time
that these countries have been in
existance must be taken into consider
ation before judging them. According
to Stein,"Most of these countries have
only been countries for the last 30
years. They havegone from tents in the
desert to modem cities and democracy.
Look at where the U.S. was just 30
years after it became a country."
Kuwait, a small country the size of
New Jersey, has only been in existance

""If a woman [in Kuwait] is in a
position relative to a man, she gets paid
the same amount."
-Sandy Stein

Program focuses on
Australia-Asia link

As the Pacific Centurt gradually
unfolds, Australia stands poised totake
advantage of its growing ties with the
booming economies of Asia. A new
study abroad program, administered
by the Council on International Edu
cational Exchange, offers American
Kirsten A,Mi
undergraduates an opportunity to study
and observe the linkages now being
forged between the two continents.
Beginning in February 1991, the semesterpiogram atMurdochUniversity
about an artideyou'v? near Perth, Western Australia, provides
an opportunity for undergraduate stu
, letter to the editor dents to live and study at one of
student body a® Australia'sfastestgrowinguniversities.
The program features a required
*
core course on Australia and its Asian
than 250
, telephoned neighbors that was specifically de
signed by Murdoch faculty. The course
surveys the history, geography and
lengthand
tersfor
llet
social structure of Australia and ex
plores its growing interdependence with
Asia. The course includes films and
cultural activities that offer insightinto
Australia's past and present.
Students also attend regular uni
versity classes. Murdoch offers over
500undergraduatecourses in traditional
disciplinessuch as economics, literature
history and the sciences as well as nontraditional areas like Aboriginal Stud
ies. The university's Southeast Asian
studies department is well-known and
was recently awarded a multi-million
dollar research grant for the study -of
emerging economies in the Western
def
Pacific Rim.
Murdoch's location between Perth
and Freeman tie offers students and

POLICY—
rtmuv

Gulf club shatters stereotypes

^0u knowihei
«bout biting the hand

Ho* can I justify pledging
Nippon to the University*!
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Professors test banking theory

Faces

Andy Lutz

of UOP

Herrin and Opiela examine characteristics of savings trends
By Tami Kelly
Staff Writer
Interest rates. Minimum balance
requirements. Bounced check charges.
Free automated teller machine (ATM)
cards. Not many people, other than
bankers, think about those things. They
might also not think about the factor
involved in choosing a bank accountor
who they should give their hard-earned
cash to. Most people are not interested.
UOP economics professors Bill
Herrin, Ph.D., and Tim Opiela, Ph.D.
are interested. In their latest study, they
are looking for the answer to what is
important to the average person when
they decide to put away their cash.
Using economic theory and statistics,
Herrin and Opiela will examine the
characteristics of particular accounts to
find out how importanteach character
istic is to the consumer.
The professors will study the
charactersitics of bank and savings and
loan (S & L) checking accounts, cer
tificates of deposit (CDs), savings ac
counts and money market deposit ac
counts, all of which are considered
financial assets. They argue that con
sumers distinguish these assets not by
their names,butby theircharacteristics,
such as minimum balance requirements
and ATM cards.
In the past, economists have ac
cepted the theory that interest rates are
the most important characteristic of an
asset and that people would switch
assets according to changes in interest
rates. "But that theory does not com
pletely explain transfers between
checking accounts, CDs money market
accounts and savings accounts," says
Opiela. "The interest rates for these
assets are fairly stable and they do not
change," he says.
Opiela adds that "interestrates have
been the main variable used by Federal
Reserve to explain substitutions be
tween assets, but changes in other
characteristics of assets have a big
impact too."
While they do believe that interest
rates are not the only characteristics
that cause people to choose certain
assets, Herrin and Opiela are not
speculating as to which characteristics
are more important thanothers. "That's
what we're trying to find out," says
Herrin.
The professors will use information

supplied by banks and S&L's in San
Diego, Los Angeles and San Francisco
metropolitan areas to conduct their
study. Each bank or S&L will receive
a survey asking for information on the
total dollar deposits in ceratin assets

Satff Writer

Calliope, one of University of the
Pacific's oldest publications, is getting
prepared for its 126th year.Theannually
published magazine is theonly literary
magazine on campus focusing on es
say, short story, poetry and art.
Throughout the year, students, faculty
and alumni submit their works to the
staff, with hopes of publication.
"We are always trying toget more,"
said Randy Tudor,Editor for Calliope.
Last year there were around 200 total
submissions with thirty-seven being
published. "We are looking for qual
ity," continued Tudor, "But we have no
particular standards... we needsubmis
sions."
According to Michelle Lounibos,
another editor of Calliope "You don't
have to be an English major to submit
something. We have no set guidelines
for good or bad writing,"said Lounibos.
Some pieces will be edited.
"It's a student funded, student ed

53
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I school, like UOP."
Lutz says there are many differences
betweenbeingaplayerandacoach. "The
players are still your friends when you're
a coach," says Lutz,"but it's a hard situa
tion to be in and the players who are my
friends sometimes don'tfully understand.
Now that I've been on both sides of the
ball, I'd still love to be playing."

Story by Krista Huntsman; Photo by Burke Culligan

and the characteristics of each asset.
When the surveys are returned,
Herrin and Opiela plan to hire a couple
of UOP economics students to enter
the data into a computer and get it ready
for statistical testing using hedonicprice
theory.
"According tohedonic price theory,
an asset is thought of as a bundle of
characteristics," says Herrin. "Using
this theory, we can statistically esti
mate the relative importance of each
characteristic." In essence, the pro
fessors will be able to tell which of the
characteristics are most important to
people when they compare assets.
Once the study is completed and
documented, Herrin and Opiela plan to
submit their findings to an academic
journal. According to the professors,
they have high hopes for publication
because of the nature of their study.
"Our study issufficiently uniquein that
we are using hedonic price theory,
which has seen only microeconomic
research so far. In macroeconomic
research, that's never been done," says
Herrin.
After the study is published, the
professors will consider marketing the
information to banks and savings and
loans. "Iwouldthinkthatabankwould
wan t toknow if people value free ATM
cards more than they do a minimum
balance in an account," says Herrin. "If

COUNSELOR'S CORNER

ited and student run magazine,"said
Gilbert Schedler, Chairman of the Re
ligious Studies Department and Advi
sor for Calliope. "It's a chance for
undergraduates to see their work in
print," continued Gilbert.
This year both Tudor and Lounibos
hope for 400 or more entries. "We are
hoping to enlarge for a better repre
sentation of U.O.P.," said Lounibos. In
the past, Calliope has been limited in
size due to financial restrictions. How
ever, this year the magazine is spon
sored by COPA, College of the Pacific
Association and Upbeat. Before,
Calliope was limited to the amount of
money the group could raise. In the
past, the magazine has had outside
sources donate money. Alex G. Spanos
has been one of the donors.
This year, the staff is emphasizing
more art work. "There is a distinct link
between art and literature," said
Lounibos. If you are interested in
submitting some works, the Calliope
staff is looking primarily for drawings,
sketches or photographic works.

Dear Crazy:
Wecannotassureyou that you would
not see one of your friends at the
Conseling Center. However, anything
you share with a counselor here is
strictly congidential and no one will
report to anyone that you have been to
the Conseling Center. You may feel
crazy sometimes but most likely you
are undeigoing normal adjustments and
stresses. Talking to someone you can
trust to keep your confidences often
provides relief from"thatcrazy feeling"
and allows you to ge a new sense of
control over your life.

you identify and clarify your problems
and see different choices you can make.
The Counseling Center is currendy
offering a four session workshop to

albuFi
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Dear Helpless:
Your frustration and poor concen
tration are important indicators that
you need to listen to your feelings. You
may be on overload, have perfectionistic
standards, or be distraught by impor
tant relationships. Find some appro
priate expression for your feelings.
Exercise often helps. Write a letter to
yourself or listen to your favorite mu
sic. Prioritize your tasks. List your
accomplishments each day. Talking to
a trusted friend or a counselor can help

help students with just such frustra
tions. Call 946-2225 if you are inter
ested.
The Counseling Center is located in

the back of the Cowell Health Ceni
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Dear Conselor:
For weeks I've had this growing
urge to scream from the bottom of my
gut, especially when I'm trying to study.
I'm falling behind in my school work.
Is there anything I can do?
Helpless
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Students seek counselors advie
Dear Counselor:
I'd like to talk to a counselor, but I
don't want my friends to think I'm
crazy. Will they find out?
Crazy

^

Will1 the•

cal
Bill Herrin

Calliope has
birthday
By Robert Long

5^
Andrew Lutz, i senior from Li
Calif., played offensive linebacker on
UOP football team for the past thri
years. This year, due to a neck injury,
becamean studentassistantfootball coa<
s0"
for a
to Head Coach, Walt Harris and th<
]< a ^
jjlliflg c jllC ItlU
quarterbacks.
jtoC
Lutz, who after his injury wanted to
stay in the game of football, says, "Coacl
Harris gave me a chance to work ant 25
1
become a coach for him, so I'm taking
advantage of that chance. In the future, popA Heait5(r
would like to work for an upper division \V

people value theATM cards more, they
[banks] could offer the cards and have
a higher minimum balance require
ment."
The results of Henrin and Opielas's
study could have significant impact.
By estimating the importance of each
asset characteristic to the consumer,
Herrin and Opiela will be able to pro
vide insight as to why a person might
transfer funds from a savings account
to a checking account. In addition,
banks and S&L's could use this infor
mation to tailor assets to the consumer's
wants and needs.
Both Herrin and Opiela teach in
troductory economics courses and
econometrics at UOP in addition to
other courses.
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Whitney unveils Baby
lOiMkit

By Courtney Barnes
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It's been three long years since
Whitney Houston released her last al
bum. Her first two efforts catapulted
her to superstardom. Her first self en
titled album still stands as the best
selling debut for a solo artist in the
history of the music business.' Her
second album,Whitney, established her
as the first female to have an album
debut at number one on the Billboard
Pop Album Chart. When "Where Do
Broken Hearts Go" reached number
one in 1988, Whitney became the first
artist to achieve seven consecutive
number one hits, surpassing the Beatles
and the Bee Gees with six each.
With the release of Houstons third
album J'mYour Baby Tonight,she has
a lot to live up to. Nearly forty million
albums have been sold world wide.
Housten has taken a different creative
turn on this album. In response to criti
cal backlash from her black fans for
sounding "too white," Houston em
ployed superstar producers L.A. and
Babyface to make her sound more cut
ting edge.
The title track "I'm Your Baby
Tonight" finds Houston's vocals more
relaxed thanpreviously.The track glides
along on a procession of looping bass
lines and synth horns characteristic of
L.A. and Babyface production style.
Houston seems comfortable with the

funkier style L.A. and Babyface have
given her. This is especially evident in
the bridge of "Baby", where Houston
sings with the soulful prowess of her
mentor Aretha Franklin without miss
ing a beat.

On "All The Man That I Need"
Houston returns to long time collabo
rator Narada Michael Walden for help
with production. "All The Man" is
truly the albums center piece. This epic
ballad allows Houston's voice toshine

Whitney Houston releases new album.
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Matt Groening releases "The Big Book of Hell"
By Miriam Watson
Entertainment Editor

The Pacifican is now officially a
"hip" publication. If you have any in-

But for those die hard fans who are
addicted, this simply may not be
enough. In honor of "Life in Hell"
addicts, Matt Groening has released a
new book called, "The Big Book of

ftWf
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work of art are were originally pub
lished in: "Love is Hell", "Work is
Hell", "School is Hell", Childhood is
Hell", and Akbar & Jeff's Guide to
Life. Basically, the best of all worlds.
From the first "Life in Hell" car
toon to the Birth of Bongo to a sneak
preview cartoon of Bart Simpson, this
book has it all.. For the beginner this is
a great book to get to know Binky, the
famous rabbit whostars in almost all of
the "Life in Hell" cartoons.

From the first "Life
In Hell" to the
birth of Bongo...
this book has it all.

Matt Groening, creator of "Life In Hell," and his duck.
terest in humor, you undoubtably haev
noticed that Matt Groening's "Life in
Hell" now appears weekly on the Feature page of The Pacifican..

Hell", which should appear on bookstore shelves today.
This new book proves to be a "Best
Of'. The cartoons in this oversized

If you find yourself really craving a
particular cartoon, Groening has
convieniently listed all of the cartoons
in an easy-to-read index. Quite elabo
rate for a cartoon strip.
And bestof all, Groening promises
more books forthcoming including,
"The Bigger Book of Hell","The Even
Bigger Book of Hell", and "The Even
Bigger Than the Previous Even Bigger
Book of Hell". Doesn't this make your
day? But for now, lighten your day or
someone elses. For $15.95 you can
pick up you very own copy today at the
McCaffrey Center Bookstore.

Dance to the Big Band Bash
Compiled by Joe Tan
The University Jazz Ensemble will
present "The Big Band Bash" on Fri
day,November 30th, from 8:00 to 11:00
p.m. in theGrace Covell Dining Room.
The music will be from the 1930's and
1940's. It will include such jazz classics
as "In The Mood", "Little Brown Jug"
and "Song of India". The Big Band
Bash is a fund raiser for the Conserva

tory of Music Scholarship Fund.
The University Jazz Ensemble is a
21 piece assembly under the direction
of Mike Vax. Vax tenure with Stan
Kenton, Clark Terry, The Glen Miller
Orchestra, the U.S. Navy Show Band,
and various other jazz musicians and
organizations have given Vax a storehouseof music sensibility to draw from.
Door prizes will be available at

this event but you must be present to
win.
Tickets for the event are $3.00 for
UOP students, faculty,and staff, $6.00
for the general public. Tickets are
available from Miracle Music and Mr.
C's in Stockton, The Music Box in
Lodi, Gottschalks in Modesto, as well
as at the door.

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world-Visa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTA1NM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
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OUT AND ABOUT
Center Stage
Living Color will appear at the Warfield in San Francisco on Nov. 19
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18.
Jerry Garcia Band will appear at the Warfield in San Francisco on Nov. 20
and 21at 8:00 p.m. and at the Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center on Saturday,
Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $21.
Dead Can Dance will appear at the Palace of Fine Arts on Tuesday, Nov. 27
at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are $19.50.
Cocteau Twins and Mazzy Star will appear at Zellerbach Auditorium on
Monday, Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are $19.50.
Fleetwood Mac will appear at the Oakland Coliseum on Thursday, Dec. 6
at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are $22.50.
Iggy Pop and Alice in Chains will appear at the Berkeley Community
Theatre on Thursday, Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are $19.50.
The Robert Cray Band, featuring the Memphis Horns and Joe Ely will
appear at the Berkeley Community Thatre on Frday, Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. Reserved
tickets are $19,50.
Janes Addiction, the Pixies and Primus will appear at the S.F. Civic
Auditorium on Saturday, Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $18.50.
The Grateful Dead will appear at the Oakland Coliseum Dec. 27-31.
New KidsontheBlockwill hitnorthem California inFebruary 1991! Dates
have been set for Feb. 22-25 at Lawlor Events Center, Oakland Coliseum and
Arco Arena. All performances will startat 7 p.m. and reserved tickets are $25.

and soar to bone chilling heights.
Houston's voice responds masterfully
to the sax solo by Kenny G.
"Who Do You Love" marks
Houston's first time collaboration with
Luther Vandross. The soulful crooner
uses his skills as a producer and not a
vocalist on "Who". "Who" is more
characteristic of the pop-soul hybrid
that Houston is known for. Vandross
allows Houston to get playful at times,
(Houston laughs throughout the tune)
and even allows mom, Cissy Houston
to sing background for good measure.
Co-written and produced by
Michael Masser, "After We Make
Love" marks Houston's fifth effort with
the producer-songwriter. "After" is a
sensual ballad which reaffirms
Houstons romanticism. Houston sings
with such heart-felt conviction thatit is
obvious that she embodies all of the
sexual maturity she sings about.
"Miracle," also produced by L.A.
and Babyface is the obvious followup
to Houston's world wide smash, "The
Gretest Love of All.." Houston'svocals
are reserved at first, then rise and ex
plode into the searing vocals she is
known for.
'I'm Knockin' "is proof that Hous
ton is no manufactured pop diva. It
marks her debut as a producer.
'Knockin' " brings Houston's gospel
inspired roots to the forefront. On
"Knockin," Houston sings with thekind
of passionate conviction one might
expectfromthepewsof abaptist church,
not a pop record.
Although Houston uses some fa
miliar formulas to carry this
record,#airy is certainly different than
Houston's first two albums. Her new
style is hipper and funkier than ever
before, but she can still hold her own on
the most romantic ballads. I'm your
baby tonight has something for all of
Houston's fans and may even win her
some new younger ones.

Have Some Fun
The Ice Capades will appear at the Oakland Coliseum from Nov. 27
through Dec. 2.
Penn & Teller will appear at the Warfield in San Franciso from Nov. 28
through Dec. 9. Call for times 775-7722.

Back to the Drawing Board
Charcoal drawings by Linda Dod well S tupski will be on displayat the UOP
Gallery through tomorrow. The Gallery is open Monday through Friday from
9-8 p.m and weekends from 3-9 p.m.
A retrospective art exhibit by Marjorie Williams will continue to be on
display at the Richard Reynolds Gallery through Dec. 6.

For Music Lovers
Douglas Hunt, will present a varied program of tuba and brass ensemble
music on Friday, Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall. $3
scholarship donation is requested.
John Doan, harp guitarist will appear in concert at the First Unitarian
Church on Saturday, Nov. 17at 8 p.m. Admission is $7 at thedoor, students $6.
Mike Vax, trumpet, along with the UOP Jazz Ensemble will appear at the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall on Monday, Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. $3 scholarship
donation is requested.
The Stockton Concert Band will open its 5th season at the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall on Nov. 20 at 8 p.m.Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for students.

Curtains Up
The department of drama and dance will present their annualPacific Dance
Forum on Thursday, Nov. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in the DanceStudio. $1 donation is
requested.

audience in trance

By Trinette Marquis
Guest Writer
"Look into my eyes. You will find
yourself getting sleepy, sleepy, sleepy..."
If this is what you were expecting at the
hypnosis show held Nov. 8 in the
McCaffrey Theatre, you would have
been surprised. Bruce McDonald
wasn't dressed in a long, black flowing
cape, he wasn't wearing a top hat, and
he didn't have a long, twisted mous
tache. He was clean-cut, wearing a
tuxedo. He didn't have a magic wand,
but he did have a magic hom.
The McCaffrey Theatre was packed.
There were even people without seats
lined up along the back wall. Everyone
sat for the first 15 minutes and 1istened
to McDonald talk about what hypnosis
really is. "It's kind of like when you're
about to drift off to sleep. You are
almost there when you pass through
the hypnosis stage. At this stage you are
extremely open to outside suggestion,"
said McDonald. He explained that it
wasn'treally magic that made someone
hypnotized, "I can't hypnotize anyone
that doesn't want to be. I really don't
hypnotize anyone, they hypnotize

themselves,I'mjust here as their guide."
After explaining the process of
hypnosis, McDonald let anyone who
wanted to run up to the stage and find a
chair. About twenty peoplewere seated
when he began the hypnosis. First of
all, the lighting changed from harsh,
white stage light to blue and pink pas
tels. Soothing music began to play
throughout the theater, and McDonald
began to talk. He told the volunteers to
imagine that they were sitting with a
cloud of relaxation moving over them.
From their feet all the way up to their
heads. He then told them to imagine
that they were in an elevator going
down, and with each floor they would
become more and more relaxed. Finally
he went around'to everyone and told
them that when he touched them, they
were going to fall into a relaxation 20
times deeper than before. At this point
almost everyone on the stage was
leaning over onto the person next to
them, eyes closed, and their body limp.
Anyone that wasn't sleeping yet was
asked to step off the stage, so as not to
disturb the ones who were.
Next, McDonald said that anytime
he shook their hand, or said the word

"sleep", they were to fall asleep. He
told them to sit up, wide awake, and
they did. Then came the suggestions.
He suggested to the group that the
person next to them was a teddy bear,
and they should cuddle with it Every
one on the stage began to cuddle with
one another, all with faint smiles on
their faces.
He suggested to the group that he
was invisible. He swung the micro
phone back and forth in front of the
faces of the volunteers. All of them
began tolook scared, and cringed away
from the microphone. McDonald, still
having them believe that he was in
visible. nicked up a girl from the au
dience and lifted herabove the heads of
the volunteers-scaring them more and
causing waves of laughter from the
audience.
Later hepulled volunteerJen Geiser
out in front of everyone and told her to
believe that he had no back to his
tuxedo. When McDonald tumedaround
to face the audience, she looked shocked
and tried to hide her face. He then
proposed that the front of his tuxedo
was also missing. Geiser turned bright
(See HYPNOSIS, poge 10)
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Tigers caged by Bulldogs

Tiger Tracks
Thursday, November IS
Men's Basketball vs. Athletes United for Peace....7:30 p.m.
Friday November 16
Volleyball vs. Hawaii
Water Polo at Stanford

7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Saturday November 17
Volleyball vs. Hawaii
Football at Utah State
Men's Club Soccer at Menlo College

7:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
TBA

November 23-24
Volleyball Banker's Classic (UOP, Illinois, UCLA, Cal) .. TBA
Women's Basketball at Montana State Tournam
TBA
Saturday, November 24
Men's Basketball at Montana State

6:30 p.m.

Tuesday, November 27
Women's Basketball at Santa Clara

7:30 p.m.

Thursday, November 29
Men's Basketball at Santa Clara

7:30 p.m.

Saturday December 1
Men's Basketball vs. St. Mary's
Women's Swimming vs. CSU-Northridge

7:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sunday, December 2
Women's Basketball vs. St. Mary's

3:00 p.m.

Wednesday, December 5
Men's Basketball at Nevada-Reno

7:30 p.m.

Intramural playoffs
up for grabs
second playoff spot has two teams
fighting for it. Steve's Too Short (3-3)
and StewMcDougal (3-2) both have to
VOLLEYB ALL: This Sunday and continue to win their games while
Monday are the last two days of regular hoping someoneelse defeats the other.
season play. Playoff spots are still up Team Edema "A" has clinched at least
for grabs in some leagues. Other leagues a tie for first in the Red league with a6have at least onespot determined at the 1 record. F-ups (4-3) andBlow My Kazu
time of this writing. Playoffs are (3-4) will face each other on Monday.
scheduled forTuesday and Wednesday This match will be a big match
November 27 and 28. All teams in the
for both teams.
playoffs should have their captain pick
4-Person: The B division has Top
up a playoff schedule before they leave Notch and Ninja Turtles tied with 6-1
for Thanksgiving. This schedule will records at the top. They met last week
be available Tuesday morning at the in a marathon match with Top Notch
latest.
giving Ninja Turtles their first loss of
Co-rec: Last week the alignment the season.
of the divisions were reported incor
R&R and F-ups hope to be the two
rectly. The correct alignment has the A remaining teams to get to playoffs in
division with Green and Blue leagues this division.
and the B division with Red and Purple
The Adivision has two undefeated
leagues.
teams - one in each league. In the
The A division has only one Orange league Archania I (6-0) has the
undefeated team. Ninja Turtles have upper hand at this writing. Yet SAE (3extended their record to 4-0 in the Blue 3) and Z Team (4-2) are not finished
league. Mixed Breed follows them very with Archania I yet. One of these two
closely at 3-1. The Green league still teams will go to the playoffs, the other
has a virtual tie going into the last week will not. The Black league has P.SD.
of play. D-cubed +6 and Robin and the with a perfect 5-0 mark. They are as
Hoods both have only one loss. sured a playoff spot while Grace Covell
Stammers are close behind with a 5-2. (4-2), Omega Phi Alpha (3-3) and Phi
record. Slammers and Robin and the DeltaTheta (2-3) all are fighting for the
Hoods metonMonday and the outcome last spot. Grace Covell and Phi Delta
will definitely have an impact on this Theta both have P.SD. left on their
league's playoff teams.
schedule. This makes the matches be
The B division leagues have only tween these teams all the more impor
one undefeated team left as well.Team tant.
Edema "B" has a perfect 4-0 record.
(See INTRAMURALS, page 10)
Their playoff spot is almost secure. The

By Rich Carr
Staff Writer

By Everett Russell
Staff Writer

The Tiger football program has
made great strides this year, but they
saw how much further they need to go
after suffering a 48-17 loss to Fresno
State Saturday.
The Tigers came into the game
boasting the Big West's top-ranked
offense, while the Fresno State Bulldogs
came in with the best defense in the Big
West conference. The Tigers' offense
proved to be no match for the Bulldogs'
defense. Fresno State put a great deal
of pressure on sophomore quarterback
Troy Kopp with a heavy pass rush.
They also stifled the Tigers' receivers
with their bump-and-run coverage K
Johnson watches as the defense makes the hit.
which did not allow them to run their 1
,
routes precisely.
andfinallybeat(theirdefensivebacks), offoftwofieldgoalsbyDerekMahoney
UOP, 4-6 overall and 2-4 in the Big we had protection problems," said and a37-yard touchdown run by Craver.
West, was held to 303 total yards of Harris. "It was just non-execution, The Bulldogs increased their lead in
offense, its lowest total since it gained We're going to use this as a learning the second quarter by scoring21 points.
302 yards in a loss to Long Beach State experience and leam where we fell It began with a Craver one-yard run, a
46-yard touchdown pass from Barsotti
earlier in the season. TheTigers gained short."
304 yards in the air and were held to
The Bulldog offense was as equally to Chris Gawley anda two-yard runby
minus one yard rushing against the impressive as its defense. Fresno State Lorenzo Neal for a 34-0 halftime lead.
The Tigers started the second half
Bulldogs. Kopp threw for 249 yards gained 586 total yards, 266 on the
with
a 57-yard scoring drive that re
and two touchdowns before being re- ground and 320 through the air. Aaron
sulted
in a 22-yard field goal by Bryan
placed by Kris King with five minutes Craver led the Bulldog rushing attack
Hilborn
with 12:05 left in the third
left to play. King threw for 55 yards, with 105 yards rushing while quarterquarter
to
make it 34-3. Fresno State
Tiger head coach, Walt Harris, said back MarkBarsottithrew for290 yards,
answered
with
a two-yard touchdown
the most upsetting thing was that his
FresnoState,7-l-loveralland5-0run
by
Craver
to
go ahead 41-3. UOP
team did not play as well as they were 1 in the Big West, put the game away
finally
got
in
the
end
zone with 2:17 left
capable. "It seems when we'd get open early with 13 points in the first quarter

Tiger Den
Compiled by Alfred Spear andd Laurie Liebmann
Basketball- The UOP basketball game with an average of 107.3 yards
team defeated the Illawarra Hawaks, per contest...Pacific ranks 3rd in the
an Australian professional team, 89- nation in passing yardage, 11th in total
70 in their first exhibition game last offense and 21st in scoring offense.
Thursday. Dell Demps scored 29 The Tigers are averaging 353.6 of their
points and made 7-of-8 3-point at 477.1 yards per game through the air
tempts. Junior Randy Morphew and are scoring an average of 30.8
scored 12 points and grabbed a team- points per game....Troy Kopp set
high eight rebounds and John Hardy Pacific's single-season record for pass
scored 14 points and six rebounds in ing yardage mark with249yards against
20. minutes. The win was an impres Fresno State. Kopp has thrown for
sive victory for the Tigers holding 2,796 yards this season, bettering the
their opponents a 35.9 percent mark of 2,587 set by Paul Berner in
shooting from the floor while shoot 1982.
ing 49.3 percent from the field....The
Golf- The UOP golf team is cur
Tigers return tothe court today against
the Athletes United for Peace. Tipoff rently ranked 20th in the Golfweek/
Taylor
National
Collegiate
time is set for 7:30 p.m.
Rankings...The team is lead by Robert
Field Hockey- The Lady Tigers Warren and Jerry Mullen....Their next
ended their season 5-9, finishing sec invitational is scheduled for November
ond in the conference. Four players 26-28 at the UNLV Rebel Golf Classic
were named NorPac All-Conference at Spanish Trial Country Club. The
players. Seniors Wendy Crain and tournament will be a five man team,
Nita Bruner earned the title for the 54-hole event. Pacific will be comsecond yearin a row (1989,1990) and petingagainst 14othercollegiateteams.
senior Karen Chiaramonteearned the
title for her second time (1988,1990).
Volleyball- The Tigers started out
Sophomore Phyllis Rogers won All- last week with a 3-0 sweep of Fresno
Conference honors for the first time.... State, in Fresno (15-28,15-6,15-10).
Bruner, Rogers and Melissa McNutt KrissyFifer led theTigers with 13 kills,
moved up in position in the All-Time while Sharon Kasser added 12 more
Offense standings. Bruner moved kills and five blocks....Cathey Scotlan
from 9th to 7th place, Rogers moved is number seven on theall-time digs list
from 16th to 9th place and McNutt with 834 and number five on the all
moved from 15th to 12th place.
time attack list with 3,079. Fifer is
number nine on the all-time attack list
Football- Sophomore wide re with 2,555... Junior Melanie
ceiver Aaron Turner set set a new Beckenhauer has climbed onto the ca
Pacific single-season record for re reer digs list. With 767 career digs,
ceiving yards with 101 yards against Beckenhauer is in the number
the Bulldogs. Turner now had 1,073 eight position;and with654 careerdigs,
yards, 11 better thanRainey Mezaros'
mark established in 1980. Turner is
only the second Pacific receiver to
reach the 1,000-yard mark in a single
season. Turner continues to rank 4th
in the nation in receiving yards for
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7931-B Thornton Rd 951-4371
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The team will be led h

ccter Don LytUe and junto
f0 ward Dell Demps. Last sc
si' foot-10 inch Lyltlc wascigl
ccfcrence in rebounds, avera
pe game. Demps was fowl
cciference in scoring, avcrag
pents per game. Both wcrt
kind of injury is controversial and led tem all conference selccli
By Brian Fisher
Dimaggio to research the injury on his
seson. This season, Thorna*
Guest Writer
own. Afterreceivingconflictingreports
llit the team's depth will h
Severe pain led Jerry Dimaggio to from doctors, Dimaggio wanted to find
so neof the load off Lyltlc and
his research topic for his senior year at answers that the doctors could not
'Don Lyttlc is a very it
theUniversity of thePacific. Dimaggio, provide. He wanted to find the best
patofthisteam. He's going u
a linebacker on the football team and a method for rehabilitating his knee.
Injuries to the posterior cruciate re ound, and he's going to
student in theschool of business,"blew
sere. One good thing about t
out" his knee in the opening game ligament usuallyoccur as a result of the
is hat we don't have to rely o
against the University of Tennessee.
knee being bent ^backward or in
In the first game of his senior year, Dimaggio's case, as a result of a hard peiple to score like we had
he injured his knee on the artificial turf landing when the tibia is driven back psit," said Thomason.
"Dell had 29 points (1
at Neyland Stadium in Knoxville, Ten into the femur. Dimaggio found that
ni
Jit)
and
only played 20 mi n
nessee. The injury occurred in the first this type of injury is a relatively un
it)
re
will
be nights when ht
quarter, but he continued to play in the common occurrence. The most com
scire.
There
will be nights
game until the end. The next day mon methods for treatment are either
strengthening of the leg muscles to <1( sn t score, but the team w
compensate for the torn ligament or «able of winning and I re;
major surgery which requires a very th t this is going to help us."
"The Tigers are looki
demanding rehabilitation program. In
addition, Dimaggio found that most of 11 guard Anthony Wood)
the patients who did have surgery, re •rd Rich Resa along wj
ler Randy Lavender 101
covered faster and had fewer compli
ksaningfivc.
Woods sun
cations later in life.
Dimaggio elected not togo through Sae last season al point glii
surgery. He is undergoing intense L ins and is expected to h:
therapy to strengthen the leg muscles
this season.
surrounding his knee. His daily reha
bilitation program consists of cold
whirlpools, muscle stimulation and a Hansath, junior transfer
complete range of motion exercises, HMorphew
und sopho
including the use of an exercise bike to | Hd>J°hn Hardy.
Jerry Dimaggio
encourage movement.
said that it
Dimaggio could not bend his leg in any
With the aid of a custom fitted knee
direction. He sought attention from the brace, Dimaggio returned to the foot
medical staff at UOP.
ball field to finish his senior year sea
The injury to his knee was uncom son, which at one time looked as if it
mon and hard to diagnose. Afterseeing had ended. He has regained his starting
several doctors, it was determined that position as outside linebacker and
he had an isolated posterior cruciate served as a captain for the Homecom
tearinhisrightknee. Treatment for this ing game against Portland State.
Pcrtia
TP® [US' hlS sco°'

Dimaggio returns
to finish season

WEST LANE MARKET

CHRISTMAS SALE

Tune-up Special

to play in the third quarter on a64-yard
touchdown pass froth Kopp to Aaron
Turner making the score41-10. Fresno
State came back with a three-yard
touchdown run by James Allison to
begin the fourth quarter. The Tigers
finished the scoring with a two-yard
scoring pass from Kopp to Melvin
Johnson to make the final score 48-17,
"We did not play up to our potential
against Fresno State. Fresno has an
excellent football program and they
played a great game," said free safety
Jim Sterner.
In spite of the Tiger loss, Pacific
season records continued to rise. Turner
had 101 receiving yards giving him a
total of 1,073 for 1990 which broke the
1980 record of 1,062 set by Rainey
for a
Mezaros. Kopp added his name to an
Demps'
other Pacific record by throwing for
2,796 for the season. His 249 yards
m,on
against Fresno State moved him to the
top of the list, breaking Paul Berner's
record of 2,586 set in 1982.
I
thall team started
Pacific ends their season this Sat
urday as they travel to Logan, Utah to
"" Hawks,onA.®*
face the Utah State Aggies. Kickoff is
an exhibition
scheduled for 11:00 a.m.
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Pacific basketball Volleyball spikes Aggies for two Cross
set to explode
country
By Laurie Liebmann

Staff Writer
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Dell Demps fights for a rebound as Tigers win 89-70.
yardj

By Matt Robinson
H

Staff Writer

tant to get the right combination of
players on the court at the same time.
The combination of players which
perform the best is necessary. Thismay
mean keeping some potential scorers
from starting. "If you put all of the
scorers on the floor at once, when you
substitute, there will be no scorers on
the floor."
The key for the team this season
is to have the home court advantage. If
the Tigers can create a home court
advantage,Thomason feels thatexcept
for UNLV, there is nobody in the con
ference that the Tigers can't beat at
least once. It all depends on whether or

The UOP volleyball team extended
its four game winning streak by de
feating the Utah State Aggies twice
over the past weekend in Logan, Utah.
The eighth ranked Tigers swept both
matches, improving their Big West
conference record to 13-3 and their
over-all record to 24-3.
The weekend provided an oppor
tunity for all of the Pacific players to
see some action on the court. Assistant
Coach Perri Hankins said, "It was a
great chance for young players to come
in anddo a good job. They wereable to
show theirabilities coming fromall the
hard practices they have been going
through this season." The Aggies fell
to theTigersinFriday's game 15-4,157,15-7. The length of the match was
less than the time given to warm up
prior to the start of the game.
Sharon Kasserled Pacific on Friday
with eight kills, while senior Krissy
Fifer was not far behind with seven

kills and 10 attacks. The Tigers domi
nated the game keeping the Aggies
hitting average at .000.
The Tigers beat Utah State on Sat
urday,(15-7,15-4,15-3)using the same
players as their offensive weapons.
Kasseragain led theTigers in theoffense
statistics on Saturday with seven kills.
Senior captain, Cathey Scotlan, also
aided in holding the Aggies to another
low hittingaverage with herfour blocks.
Hankins was pleased with the results
of the weekend trip. "Utah is a new
team to the league and is still struggling
a little, lacking the quality players. It
was a nice relaxing trip for us."
This relaxing weekend worked to a
double advantage for the Tigers. It
allowed all the players a chance at
some playing time and it provided the
team withachance to improve on some
of their weaknesses.
"We wanted to cut down on our
hitting errors and work on our coverage,
(being able to play off defense blocks
on the net), and we did that very well in
these games. We had a chance to relax

before a possibility of five big week
ends in a row starting with Hawaii, the
Wendy's Classic and the NCAA tour
nament playoffs," said Hankins.
Pacific will face their final league
matches for the 90' season on Friday
and Saturday nights as they face Big
West conference leader Hawaii. The
Rainbow Wahinescurrently have a 131 mark and a 22-4 record overall. Ha
waii is one of the three teams that
Pacific trails to in the all-time season
series. Pacific lastdefeated them in the
1987 Wendy's Classic.
The Rainbow Wahines have de
feated Pacific in the past six matches
and are a strong conference rival of the
UOP team. Hankins described the
upcoming gameas a battle. "Hawaii is
a very good volleyball team and will
provide a really good game. It is fun to
play another good team like Hawaii,
the rivalry is strong. Itwillbeafightfor
every point till theend of the of match."
Both matches begin at 7:30 p.m. at the
A.G. Spanos Center.

The University of the Pacific
Men's basketball team started the sea
son on the right foot by beating the
Agg
>r 11:00 a.m. ffls
Illawarra Hawks,an Australian profes
sional team, in an exhibition game at
the A.G. Spanos Center Thursday night
support. We are pleased to name the
The Tigers feel optimistic about having
support to the Classic in all previous Championship trophy the Kruse Tro
By
Mike
Millerick
a good season. Head coach Bob
years. Thirteen years ago, then Pacific phy," said Pacific Athletic DirectorTed
Guest Writer
Thomason is confident thatif the team
head coach, Terry Liskevych, walked Leland.
stays healthy, they should farewell in
The most prestigious tournament into the local Wendy's store, sat down
To add to the prestige of theClassic,
the Big West Conference.
in all of college volleyball has had a
with owners Mark and Brent Kruse and the National Champion has played in
The team will be led by senior
change in sponsorship. The Wendy's
told them he wanted to build the best the tournament seven out of the 11
center Don Lyttle and junior guard/
Classic has now become the Commu
women's volleyball tournament in the years. T\voofthoseNationalChampion
forward Dell Demps. Last season the not UOP can play at the same intensity nity Banker'sClassic, with supportfrom
country. The Kruse family gave the teams were the 1985 and 1986 Pacific
six foot-10 inch Lyttle was eighth in the level game after game.
two of Stockton's most successful
tournament all their attention and a teams. Three of the past National
conference in rebounds, averaging 7.1
What do the Tigers have to do to community banks, Bank of Stockton
great deal of money, enabling theClas Champions that participated in the
per game. Demps was fourth in the keep playing at their best every night? and Union Safe Deposit Bank.
sic to get started.
Classic were defeated by the Tigers in
conference in scoring, averaging 16.8
This year'sClassic is scheduled for
"The Kruse family graciously and the secondday of the tournament, those
In the Big West Conference, there
ry is controversial and led points per game. Both were second are no weak teams. The Tigers don't Nov. 23-24 at the A.G. Spanos Center. generously gave their support to help being USC(1980), UCLA (1984), and
> research the injury on his team all conference selections last have the luxury of being in aconference The Classic has featured volleyball's buildoneof thetop volleyball programs Hawaii (1987). The tournament has
xcivingconflictingreports season. This season, Thomason feels where there are fouror five teams which top teams since the first tournament in the country. We will do our best to also had 55 All-Americans participate,
», Dimaggio wanted to find that the team's depth will help pull would be potential "cake-walk" vic was held in 1979. This year's classic carry on the traditions and help the including three in thisyear's tournament
tournament grow in the future," said alone. They are Krissy Fifer (Pacific),
it the doctors could not some of the load off Lyttle and Demps. tims, so Thomason said they have to be will feature top ranked UCLA, 2nd
ready
to
play
every
game.
"Don
Lyttle
is
a
very
important
Pacific
volleyball Head Coach John Natalie Williams (UCLA) and Laura
ranked
Pacific,
11th
ranked
Illinois
and
e wanted to find the best
Dunning.
"With
18
(conference)
games
and
California
Berkeley.
part
of
this
team.
He's
going
to
have
to
Bush (Illinois).
rehabilitating his knee,
When the Kruse familyof Wendy's
"It will be tough to replace the
to the posterior cruciate rebound, and he's going to have to playing three games a week...you might
wonderful support that Wendy's has
nil ly occur as a resultof the score. One good thing about this team have a little let down," said Thomason. decided to pass the torch of sponsorship
"You don't try to have a let down, but along, two leading independent com given us, and we are excited about the
is
that
we
don't
have
to
rely
on
certain
! bent backward or in
people to score like we had to in the that is just something that happens. If munity banks of the Central Valley future of the tournament, butthe future
case, as a result of a hard
the other team is playing well at the wanted to support the tournament. In a wouldn't be as bright without past
past," said Thomason.
•n the tibia is driven back
"Dell had 29 points (Thursday time, itjust causes us more problems." joint statement issued by Robert M.
uir. Dimaggio found that
Defensive rebounding and the Eberhhardt, President of the Bank of
night) and only played 20 minutes, but
injury is a relatively in
there will be nights when he doesn't physical play of UOP will be the key to Stockton, and C. Joseph Crane, Presi
currence. The most cora
score. There will be nights when he how well the Tigers will do this season. dent of Union Safe Deposit Bank, the
ls for treatment are either
doesn't score, but the team will still be As long as the Tigers can hold their bank presidents stated, "Wendy's has
ig of the leg muscles to
capable of winning and I really think own against more physical teams and done a great job in the past years with
for the torn ligament or
rebound well, they are looking forward the Classic and we look forward to
that this is going to help us."
ry which requires a very
continuing that tradition of success.
"The Tigers are looking to se to having a good team.
rehabilitation program. In
The UOP men's basketball team This tournament features the top women
niors; guard Anthony Woods and for
maggio found thatmostof
ward Rich Ressa along with junior has notbeen to the National Collegiate college teams in the nation and has
who did have surgery, fl transfer Randy Lavender to round out Athletic Association (NCAA) tourna been won seven times by our Tigers. It
ier and had fewer comphthe starting five. Woods started every ment since 1979. Thomason feels that is an outstanding opportunity for us, as
game last season at point guard for the for UOP to get an invitation, they must community bankers, to be able to
• in life.
io elected not togo through Tigers and is expected to be the floor win the Big West Tournament. A feat support a successful and prestigious
le is undergoing intense
general again this season. From the that might not be thatdifficult if UNLV event."
Wendy's of Pacific Ave. had
trcngthen the leg muse ! bench, the team is looking for big is still banned from the tournament by
sponsored
the tournament for its first
the
NCAA.
; his knee. His daily* contributions from seniorforward Scott
11
years,
with
theKruse family lending
"We
don't
have
the
respect
na
Hemsath, junior transfer forward,
program consists of
tionally
to
warrant
an
invitation
with
Randy Morphew and sophomore for
muscle stimulations*
out winning the tournament...in the
ward, John Hardy.
inge of motion ess
.
nif an
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Bankers takes over Wendy's

peaks at
end
By Boyd Nies
Staff Writer
The UOP women's cross-country
team concluded their season this past
Saturday at the NCAA Division I
Western Regionals in Fresno, CA. The
team competedon the same course two
weeks ago at the Big West Conference
Championship.
The Lady Tigers wanted to end the
season on a positive note. Coach
Tilton felt his team ran the best race of
the season. Serene Hill, Vincelee
Stevens, Jenny Greene, Susan Moberg
and Leigh Rickerson represented UOP.
"Everybody ran within theirbest times
and in such an intimidating field," said
Tilton. He added that theperformances
of freshman Jenny Greene and senior
Susan Moberg had improved over the
course of the season and they peaked at
the final meet.
Before the meet, expectations and
spirits were high. "It's been a long
season and I just didn't want them to
get nervous," said Tilton.
With such a positive finish to the
season, everybody is looking toward to
nextseason withenthusiasm. Themain
focus will be year round conditioning.
"We need tostart working out earlier so
we can peak in themiddleof the season
rather than at the end of the season,"
said Jenny Greene.
The cross-country program has
existed for a couple of years and there
are now some experienced runners.
"Having those experienced people next
year will help the team to improve,"
said senior Serene Hill. "Just being a
part of a team was fun."
According toTilton therewill be an
increase in recruiting and publicity for
(See X COUNTRY, page 10)
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• Up to $6/hr (work study or non work study)
• Very Flexible Hours
• Earn Extra Cash For The Holidays
• Gain Valuable Experience To Put on Your Resume
• Get A Refresher On Past Subjects
•Feel Good About Yourself By Helping Others

Immediate openings for all subjects, but especially in math,
geology, biology, chemistry and physics
Call or Stop By For More Infomation:

Tutorial Center
Banister Hall 2nd Floor

946-2437

The Pacifican, November 15, 199Q

CLASSIFIEDS

HYPNOSIS
(Continued from page 7)

red and tried to shield herself from the
hypnotist. The audience continued to
howl with laughter.
Marc Freedman, one of the volun
teers, described what it felt like to be
hypnotized. "When he told me that the
audience was naked, I acted like they
were. I believed they were. But it's just
like in your dreams when you're doing
something and you think to yourself
this isn'treally happening. Deepinside
I knew that the audience wasn't naked,
but I still believed they were."
Freedman explained that when
McDonald told him to sleep, immedi
ately it felt like someone put a blanket
over him, and tied a knot around it.
At the end of the show, Marc was
given the suggestion that whenever
McDonald said "UOP," he was to jump
up and sing "Hallelujia," which hedid.
"When he told me to do something,
I wanted to do it. After I was told tosing
'Hallelujia,'1 just got the urge to do it,"
Freedman explained. "Of course it
wasn't uncontrollable. If someone was
standing therewith a gun telling me not
to do it, I wouldn't have."
If you missed the performance, not
to worry. McDonald and his hypnosis
skills will be back sometime next se
mester.

FOR SALE
Starving student selling AT&T 6300
computer. 512K, dual drive, printer
software, GW Basic, Microsoft Word,
Multiplan spreadsheet, MS Dos
2 boxes of paper . $600 Call Kirk at
943-6562.

PERSONALS
TO MY BEAUTIFUL SISTERS
AT ALPHA CHI OMEGA- Thank
you for your help, support, and love
I was honored to represent you at
homecoming. Loyally, Julie.
SUZIE- Only 57 days. Do you think
Spain is ready for us? If our directions
areas good as this weekend at least we'll
get a lot of exercise- Thanks for a blast
and watch out for seagulls!
Hilary- You are an awesome flute
player and a great person. Keep up a
good work and hang in there for the rest
of the semester. Happy 19th birthday!!
Have a great birthday. K. and J.

Christi- You area greatpledge trainer.
I'm almost an active, let the fun begin!!
What was that little song about the
moonstar?! Love ya lots, stay sweet and
huggy. From X In your Pledge class.

S- Room 212, a definate bonding
experience. -C
Sam: Hey Julie, what's up?
Julie: Oh, not much-just got done writing
some letters and painting my nails.
Sam: Gee, you certainly have a lot of time
on your hands.
Julie: Yah, I get kind of bored sometimes.
Sam: You know, sounds like you need to
get involved! You should stop by the
McCaffrey Center TODAY. College
of the Pacific Student Association is
sponsoring a Club Fest with food and
Music from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Julie: Sounds like a good idea. Think 111
go check it out. Maybe I could get
involved. It would look great on my
resume!

FOUR WAYS
TO PAY'
Major credit carc
Personal nhprl«

1/2 PRICE!

(Continued from page 8)

FABULOUS FIVE as of 11/10
CQ-REC
1. D-cubed+6
2. Robin and the Hoods
3. Ninja Turtles
4. Team Edema "B"
5. Team Edema "A"

ALL 16 MONTH CALENDARS

4-PERSON
1. Archanial
2. P.S.D.
3. Top Notch
4. Ninja Tbrtles
5. Z Team
RACQUETBALL: Entries have
opened fortheDecember7 tournament
Only men and women singles will be
offered. The tournament will be held at
Quail Lakes Athletic Club beginning at
3 PM. Entry fee is three dollars. The
deadline is Wednesday Dec.5 at 3PM.
No late entries will be accepted.
BASKETBALL: It is that time of
year for basketballs to start bouncing in
the minds of many intramural partici
pants. This year there will be a tour
nament before the Christmas holidays
commence. The"Pre-Holiday Classic"
will take place on Dec. 8-9. This tour
ney will be a 5 on 5 single elimination
tournament with a consolation round
for the first round losers. The number
of teams will be limited to the first 12
teams to enter and pay the $15 entry
fee.
All teams are guaranteed at least
two games.
Basketball officials and scorers will
be needed for this tourney. Anyone
wanting tobe an official or scorer should
stop in the intramural office and begin
the paperwork. No experience is nec
essary for there will be a clinic for
everyone involved. This clinic will be
held the week after Thanksgiving.
Regular season entries for basket
ball in all divisions will open Decem
ber 2. Divisions available are Men AC, "Napoleon" A and B,Women Aand
B, and if there is enough interest there
is the possibility of aCo-rec division. If
there are enough residence hall teams
participating, a residence hall league
will be created.

X COUNTRY
(Continued from page 8)

the 1991 season. "We have four good
freshmen coming in next season," said
Tilton. "We want to open the sport to
the whole campus. I think it would be
a positive experience for anybody."
Even though the women's cross
country team does not rely heavily on
the UOP Athletic Department, the
season provided the team with the op
portunity to compete at the collegiate
level. Year round conditioning and the
increase in publicity will make UOP
become more competitive not only in
the local area but in the Big West con
ference.
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Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
(209) 478-6290
Catering Available

ALL
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25% OFF
INCLUDING BIBLES • EXCLUDING TEXTBOOKS

ALL
HARDCOVER
GENERAL BOOKS

Outfitters for the
rugged indoorsman.
Nobody rents or sells more formalwear than Gingiss.That's because we
only stock the most current fashions, plus
important gear like formal shirts, bow ties,
studs, and even shoes.
Visit the number one choice of
indoorsmen in-the-know.

gingiss formalwear
Weberstown Mall 951-7587
Ask about our 10% student
V.I.P, Discount Program

EXCLUDING TEXTBOOKS

Books... and a whole lot more!
not on the shell... ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Centei
&ALE ENDS 11/22/90 • NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
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